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Perhaps therefore as we come to pray we should first ask God to
break our hearts for the things that break his heart, including the
decades-long suffering of his beloved children in Zimbabwe.

Specific prayer concerns

Moses was a good man who cared passionately about his own
people who were slaves in Egypt. But long ago he had resigned
himself to thinking there was nothing he could do to help …
that was until God showed him via a burning bush that:

• The recent spike in Covid-19 infections in and around
Bulawayo resulting in many areas going into lockdown
and a 6.00 pm to 6.00 am curfew

• Healing for Pastor Albert whose health has been of

I AM was the sovereign Lord of

great concern and who recently spent some time in
hospital

all nations

• His heart was breaking for his suffering people

•

Wisdom for the ZVSF team in Bulawayo who are
exploring the possibility of setting up a self-help
community project to run alongside the relief feeding
programme

• He had a plan to rescue them
and

• A radical change in governance to end the scandal of

• Moses was a part of that plan !

over half the population now being classed as “extremely
poor” while the richest 10 per cent consume 20 times
more than the poorest (1)

First though God had to fan the weak spark of love
in Moses’ heart into a flame
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Thank you
for your
persevering
prayers

come, change our love from a spark to a flame.” (2)
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   “God of the poor,
    friend of the weak,
    give us compassion we pray:
    melt our cold hearts,
    let tears fall like rain;
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The suffering of his people in Zimbabwe today
under a cruel tyranny surely also breaks the
compassionate heart of the great
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From a
burning bush...

• He, the great

...to hearts
aflame with love
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Zimbabwe Victims’ Support Fund
Registered Charity No: 1145569

(1) World Bank Zimbabwe Economic Update 2019-2021
(2) Graham Kendrick’s song “Beauty for brokenness”

